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Abstract. The Web has become the platform of choice for providing
services to users in a range of different environments. These services
can have drastically differing security requirements; for more sensitive
services, it is attractive to take advantage of the wide deployment of
secure hardware in the consumer space. However, the applicability of
that hardware to any given security problem is not always obvious. This
paper explores which use cases are appropriate, and which are not.

1 Introduction

The Web has transformed from a medium of information exchange to a plat-
form for providing services. As desktop computers have become more powerful,
Internet connections wider, and Web browsers more capable, Web applications
have evolved to the point where they can now compete with their desktop coun-
terparts on feature-set, performance, and price. Additionally, Web applications
have several advantages: for one, the Web architecture requires application code
to be downloaded from the remote server on every launch, placing the burden of
application installation and maintenance on server operators (who are required
to be IT-savvy) rather than end-users (who are not); for another, user data is
frequently also stored on the server side, making it automatically accessible from
anywhere on the Internet.

However, different applications can have very different security needs: an In-
ternet banking application might need much stronger evidence of identity to
authorise a financial transaction than a social networking website to authorise
a post. This specific problem has traditionally been solved with two-factor au-
thentication: in addition to their password (something you know), the user also
possesses a secure element (something you have) which can generate a one-time
code [15]. These elements can also be used to show liveness – certain banks ask
users to re-authenticate before allowing certain types of transactions.

Much work has been done on user authentication in general, and two-factor
authentication in particular [6]. These topics will therefore not be explored fur-
ther in this paper. Instead, we ask the following two questions:

1. What other security properties might Web applications require?
2. Can secure hardware practically provide those properties?



2 Web application security

ConcerningWeb applications, we divide security properties into two broad classes:
those internal to the application itself, guaranteed by programmers at design
time, and those regarding – and provided by – its execution environment. Nat-
urally, secure hardware can only help with the latter class.

To aid in discussion, we further divide the application’s execution environ-
ment into three sections: its hardware environment, including the physical envi-
ronment of that hardware; its software environment, which includes that both
server- and client-side; and its network environment, since Web applications are
inherently network-based.

Finally, we remark that any hardware security device can only be used to
make meaningful assertions about components of the system that explicitly use
it, or are implemented in terms of other components that themselves use it. This
fact is well-understood, but is restated here because it is critical to the discussion
that follows.

Hardware The application may require knowledge of hardware present or absent
at the client, or may be required to present such information about the server.
More strongly, it may be required to enforce restrictions on the nature of that
hardware, its location, or other properties of its physical environment (such
as the availability and quality of electrical power, or level of electromagnetic
interference). Finally, the application may require knowledge or restriction of
the identity of the devices on which it runs. The identity of the person currently
using the device (or, indeed, whether there is even a user currently present) can
also be considered part of its physical environment.

Software The application may wish to know or restrict the operating system
(OS), OS patch level, Web browser or browser version, or installed software on
any given device. The configuration of any of these components is also a concern;
particular examples include the presence (or absence) of browser plugins, rights
of the user account under which the browser is running, or modifiability of ele-
ments of the system’s configuration. System state information, such as network
location and address(es), CPU and memory load, and currently-running tasks,
could also be required.

Equally, the application may be required to present such information about
servers to its clients, so that the clients can make security decisions regarding
the transmission of sensitive information.

Network Traffic between client and server may have confidentiality, integrity, or
authenticity constraints. It may be that all traffic must be confidential to only
the communicating parties, or that this only applies to some traffic. Equally,
all traffic may need to be tamperproof, or only some, or may require different
levels or types of integrity protection at different times. Finally, certain data may
require proof of additional verification, such as obtaining explicit user consent,
before it can be considered authentic.



3 Secure hardware in the consumer space

Consumers already have access to a variety of secure hardware. They are ac-
customed to authorising financial transactions using chip-and-PIN smart credit
cards, inserting SIM cards into their mobile phones, and authenticating to bank-
ing (and other) Web applications using hardware tokens [14]. However, deploying
a secure element may not always be cost-effective; in any case, all of these ex-
amples use secure elements purely for user authentication.

The Trusted Platform Module [1] is a near-ubiquitous example of a hardware
security module (HSM). It provides services for encryption, signing, and key
storage. Moreover, the availability of cryptographic keys and decrypted plaintext
can be made to depend on the software state of the system, which can equally be
asserted to a remote party using remote attestation. [8,9] Assertions about the
composition and construction of that system are made by its manufacturer(s),
via the endorsement and platform credentials. Finally, the TPM also provides a
cryptographically-strong device identity.

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are also widely deployed, with
ARM TrustZone [3] and Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) [7] – both
CPU architecture extensions – the most common examples. These provide for
isolated code execution, which can allow for more flexible key usage policies than
those available with an HSM, although TEEs based on these technologies often
use the TPM for its measurement and attestation services [2,11]. In particular,
the ability to execute arbitrary code could be leveraged to guarantee explicit
user consent.

Notably absent from consumer devices is a secure sensor access mecha-
nism: sensor data may be used by both Web and native applications (insofar
as browsers and OSes provide useful APIs to that end), but there is currently
no way of assuring the accuracy of the data therby obtained.

4 Secure hardware in Web applications: the difficulties

The Web is a highly heterogeneous environment: Web browsers can be found for
most operating systems, on several hardware architectures, across multiple de-
vice form factors, with different interface paradigms. Ideally, the browser should
abstract over these differences, presenting a uniform rendering surface for Web
applications. In reality, that abstraction must leak information about its under-
lying layers to the application; for example, for usability reasons, the application
may change its interface depending on the local form factor.

This goes double for security-related services: in order for a security service
to be useful, both the service itself and its implementation must be trusted. Web
security APIs must therefore expose low-level information to the application, in
order that a meaningful trust decision can be made. Further, this information
must be verifiable, which, for a service backed by secure hardware, requires the
exposure of hardware-level APIs directly to the application.

This presents two problems. First, for secure hardware, or indeed security
services in general, to be exposed to Web applications, either the entire software



stack above them must be trusted – which presents a verification and main-
tenance nightmare to application developers – or their APIs must be carefully
designed not to trust said stack – which limits how they can be abstracted over,
inhibiting the paradigm of generic service-provision that has contributed to the
success of the Web. Second, in order to support any such security services, all
browsers on all platforms must be modified to support them, an issue showcased
most recently by HTML5’s video codec fragmentation.

In short, either application developers must be able to make trust decisions
about entire software stacks of arbitrary complexity, or browsers and operating
systems must be modified to support specific security technologies, with little
room for abstraction.

5 Secure hardware in Web applications: the possibilities

All is not lost: while secure hardware is challenging to apply to the Web space
in general, it has several specific, but significant uses.

Hardware Secure hardware can provide very few meaningful guarantees at the
hardware level, in no small part because much security hardware operates inde-
pendently of other hardware in the machine.

CPU instruction set extensions are the obvious exception to this rule, and
indeed they are excellent tools for isolating executing code. System devices like
the IOMMU perform a similar function for hardware devices. However, neither
of these tools can assist with issues related to network security: network abstrac-
tions are orthogonal to the memory isolation that they both provide.

In essence, secure hardware can make very few statements about the hard-
ware environment in which an application is executing, other than its own pres-
ence and state. To provide any stronger guarantees, it must (like the TPM) be
very closely integrated into that environment.

Software The TPM already provides a cryptographically-strong device-specific
identity. Applications needing to limit their distribution to a small set of trusted
machines thus already have a mechanism for doing so; this is supported by
existing PKI infrastructure in browsers and OSes already, and so requires no
modification to either. (This type of limitation is most useful for applications
with designated administration nodes, whose state can be carefully maintained.)

Credential storage is another deployed use of secure hardware – the TPM
and smart cards being well-known examples – that can be easily integrated into
nearly any application. However, the fact that those credentials are resident
in a hardware security module, and the properties of that module, must be
known to the application in order for an informed security decision to be made.
Additionally, depending on the nature of both the stored credentials and the
hardware, credential revocation may be problematic.

Perhaps the most interesting application is a combination of TPM-based run-
time state attestation, TXT’s virtualisation-based software security, and recent



work on TPM virtualisation [4,10,13]: applications with high security demands
can distribute read-only virtual machine images containing a restricted and well-
understood software stack. The hardware TPM can identify the hypervisor run-
ning on the bare hardware, and the virtual TPM can then identify the software
state of the virtual machine [5].

Network Paradoxically, by virtue of being implemented at a layer of abstraction
below both the Web application and, indeed, the browser, the network environ-
ment is the easiest to augment with secure hardware. Combining TPM-based
keys with TLS is already a well-understood technique; more recent work in-
volves using a TEE to provide more sophisticated key policy options than are
possible with only the TPM [12].

6 Conclusion

Deployed consumer security hardware is an attractive choice for fulfilling the
security needs of Web applications. However, its applicability is not always clear.
In general, the need to modify the Web browser and the underlying OS limits
the number and scope of technologies that can be usefully employed.

However, there are two major cases in which secure hardware can be of use.
The first is in securing services at a lower layer of abstraction than the Web
application, and whose security is thus negotiated and provided transparently.
TLS, and developments thereon, are an excellent example of this kind of security.
In a similar vein are TPM-based keys and cryptographic transactions, with their
integration into OS cryptographic infrastructure in a manner transparent to the
browser. However, some trust decisions must be able to be made about the
implementations of each layer in use; this is an open problem.

The second is in a ‘pass-through’ mode, where security services are explicitly
exposed by all layers in between the hardware and the application. This mode
is more difficult to achieve, since every intermediate layer must be partially or
fully rewritten to support the change. However, it has seen limited success with
two-factor authentication – where the abstraction layers between the hardware
interface and the Web application are few.

In either case, however, secure hardware is limited in the guarantees that
it can provide. It cannot be used to make assertions about other devices in the
machine unless those devices are designed (or forced) to interact with it. Equally,
it cannot be used to make assertions about high-level constructs – such as OS
user account or application identity – unless the software that implements those
constructs directly interacts with it.
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